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The EY and ELC Sports Days this past week were the �irst of 
our series of Sports Days for this academic year. The work 
on the sports ground has impacted the planning for these - 
and caused plans to be revisited a number of times - leading 
the events being later in the calendar than normal. My 
thanks to all in the PE Department for making preparations 
at a time of uncertainty. The eventual reward will be 
outdoor facilities which match the aspirations of our 
students and their sports teachers. Once the upgrading of 
the facilities is completed over the next few weeks, we can 
make our plans for the next academic year and look forward 
to welcoming parents to see their children participating in 
all that the school has to offer.

Aryeh Thomas Mathews and Dhyan Madathil of grade 11 DP have 
reached the Quarter Finals of 'Re:solved'- Branksome Hall Munk 
Debates 2024. Re:Solved is designed to fuel interest and 
participation in global competitive speaking and debate and saw 
over 120 students across the world participate. The Final Debate 
Tournament will be held in Toronto on April 27, 2024, and the four 
�inalists will be �lown to Toronto to compete, with all expenses 
covered.

Aryeh and Dyhan have reached the �inal eight debaters and we 
wish them luck for the next round.

Mr. Abilash George, Ms. Aiswarya Avinash, Dr. Aswathy, Ms. Merly Mervin and Ms Meryl Benny 
have successfully completed training for Cambridge International AS & A Level in their subjects, 
with a focus on assessment. 

Mr. Richard Hillebrand

Principal’s Message

Student Achievements

Aryeh                                 Dhyan

            Abilash                                            Aiswarya                                            Dr. Aswathy                                            Meryl                                            Merly                                

Staff Achievements
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TRINS Main School

Culmination of PYP Clubs
Wednesday 13th March marked the culmination of the PYP clubs for this academic year. The 
success of these clubs was the responsibility of all the teachers who were the club incharges. A 
big shout out to each of them! Thank you Ms Akhila for coordinating the PYP clubs from the 
beginning of the academic year to the last day, and Ms Newshee and Ms Vineetha for planning 
and implementing the PYP Club Day. Students of each club showcased their skill and parents 
joined us to experience and celebrate the journey.  

In the Reading Club, children listened to and read out loud many books and then went on to write 
and illustrate their own stories.  In addition, the Grade 2 students did book reviews of their 
favourite books.  Through the course of the reading club, the students progressed from being 
story readers to storytellers, exploring their sense of imagination and creativity.

The Dance Club had put on a mesmerising performance of the folk dance style, Garba. This event 
not only showcased the talents of the young dancers but also created a magical atmosphere as 
parents actively participated and learned from their children.  Their colourful costumes and 
vibrant energy illuminated the venue as they performed Garba steps with grace. Parents and 
children danced together, creating unforgettable memories and fostering a sense of togetherness 
within the school.
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The Visual Media Club exhibition and photography session was enthusiastically attended by 
parents. The students showcased their work and guided parents on various photographic 
techniques.

The Chess Club had competitions between 
students, displays of skills at different levels and 
matches between parents and students.

For the Art and Craft Club, students took initiative to choose and make a craft they had learned 
in this year for their family. Key Attributes like proactiveness, independence and con�idence 
were visible throughout, parents being happy with students and watching them express their 
creativity.
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In the STEM and Robotics Club, students eagerly 
interacted with Avishkar, Science Discovery kit, and Wedo 
models, showcasing competence across both pro�icient 
and beginner levels. Through project presentations, 
students initially learnt construction techniques before 
being tasked with creating their own models. Their 
projects exempli�ied inventive applications of STEM 
principles, emphasising their con�idence in making 
connections between theoretical concepts and practical 
real-world scenarios.

In the Nature Club,  parents and students formed small groups with one parent in each group. 
Together they collected natural materials and stuck it onto a chart.

(Continued...)

(...Continued)
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Fun with science was the message shared by the students of the Science Club. The working of 
rockets, the power of air pressure, the secret science behind oobleck, a balloon car, volcanic 
eruptions and  blooming �lowers  were amongst the activities students presented with clear 
scienti�ic explanations.

(...Continued)

(Continued...)

The Drama Club celebrated the Club Day with all fun and gusto where parents and students 
were formed into groups and made to enact different situations and emotions. It was a very 
enriching and entertaining session that left everyone in a peal of laughter.
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(Continued...)

The budding Master chefs showcased their culinary skills. There were a variety of delicacies on 
display, like lemon mint juice, French fries, pancakes topped with strawberries and chocolate, 
lemon mousse, chocolate choco melting moments and egg toast to tingle your taste buds.

(Continued...)
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The Choir, Drums, Guitar and Veena clubs enjoyed performing in front of their parents; they 
also taught their parents a bit from what they learnt from the respective clubs. The parents 
enjoyed learning from their children, especially trying to play simple notes on various 
instruments.

(...Continued)

(Continued...)
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The students of Grade 2A showcased their talents at the 
Talent Assembly held on 11th March. The event featured 
diverse performances, including poetry recitation, singing, 
dancing, and instrumental displays on the ukulele and 
keyboard. The students exhibited exuberance throughout 
their presentations. Thanks to the homeroom teachers, Ms. 
Miranda and Ms. Chinmayambika for their guidance as well 
as the support from the Assembly team.

Grade 2A Talent Assembly

(...Continued)
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 As part of the present theme, how we express ourselves, Grade 3 is inquiring into the topic 
Media. Dr. Ashwin David Joy, our inhouse graphic designer, along with Ms Pooja Gopal, inhouse 
intern for visual media, conducted a session on broadcast and social media giving insights on 
their uses, source and the impact of their in�luences on people. The session was very 
interactive and engaging.

Middle School Value lessons this week focussed on assisting students in preparing for the 
upcoming Summative Assessment. We offered them the opportunity to discuss the best study 
practices. Thanks to Ms. Anuradha, Ms. Bindu, Ms.Aishwarya, Ms.Renjini who contributed to the 
lesson and supported students with techniques for studying various topics, including the use of 
summary notes, �lashcards, and other supporting tools for revisions. The students were 
encouraged to prepare a study plan that aligns with their targets, bene�iting their SA 
preparation.

Media Awareness for Grade 3

Value Lessons
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 A very special thanks to Ms. Sapnu George, mother of Noah John of KG2 for a wonderful 
interactive story session. The students not only enjoyed the narration but also loved every part 
of the story, Angry Akku by Vinayak Varma. 

The EY sports day unfolded on Friday, 15th March , featuring enthusiastic participation from 
the Main School, Sasthamangalam, and Technopark campuses. Students demonstrated 
sportsmanship, notably excelling in the obstacle race. Parents enthusiastically joined in, 
partaking in games alongside their children. A heartfelt thank you goes to the PE team for their 
meticulous organisation, and a resounding applause to all the teachers for their collective 
contributions to the event's success. 

Click here to Watch Highlights

Interactive Storytelling Session for KG 2

EY Sports Meet

https://www.instagram.com/reel/C4rfhNTPYJr/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link&igsh=MzRlODBiNWFlZA==
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TRINS ELC  Sasthamangalam
TRINS ELC TECHNOPARK

  The Early Learning Centre (ELC) of TRINS embarked on an exhilarating journey as it geared 
up for the Annual Sports Day. From the bustling corridors of the Sasthamangalam and 
Technopark campuses to the TRINS sports ground, every step resonated with enthusiasm and 
determination. On 12th March, the young contenders descended upon the sports ground for a 
�inal run-through. Amidst cheers and encouragement from their teachers and PE facilitators, 
the tiny tots of ELC showcased not only their athletic prowess but also their resilience and 
sportsmanship.

As the sun dawned on Friday, the 15th of March, the Annual ELC Sports Day unfolded as a 
testament to the collective effort and dedication of the entire TRINS community. The event 
served as a platform for the young learners to exhibit their talents, instilling a sense of pride 
and accomplishment among all involved.

ELC Annual Sports Day
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Round Square

As the �irst chapter of the Round Square Society comes to a close , I can't help but be 
overwhelmed and reminisce over the year we had. It wouldn't have been possible without 
each and every one of my teammates and it goes to show how much results collective efforts 
can create.   I believe that Round Square helped me �ind everything I looked for, not just as a 
student, but also as a person. I was able to put my creativity and dedication to help people 
through a leadership position. I can con�idently say I enjoyed every shred of the work put into 
this, from the late nights, running behind people to get permissions, our monthly meetings to 
witnessing projects from its ideation to its fruition. Balancing such an initiative alongside my 
academics wasn't easy to do, but it was one of the easiest decisions I have ever had to make as 
it was all truly worth it. As a wise person once told me "If it's done with genuine intentions 
and a good heart, it will always come out more beautiful than expected" - or something along 
those lines, and this year has been nothing but evidence of just that - how a seed of pure 
thought can bloom into beautiful actions. I am so happy to be able to say I was a part of this - 
an experience for a lifetime. I am glad that through our collective actions, we  have been able 
to give back to the community . I am excited to see how Round Square continues to thrive and 
be an integral part of the TRINS community.

Sarah Biji Tharakan 

A Reflection by Sarah Bĳi Tharakan, RS Student Representative 

Trinsschool LinkedinFacebook Youtube

Click below links and Follow Us :

https://www.instagram.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/trivandrum-international-school/
https://www.facebook.com/trivandruminternationalschool/?eid=ARAxun9RGsUN0g9HHlqpchNI393kGCWIdlpxyTQfaqDSqZx9ReirucY8LEDQrjaLNgdOf13nDd0syQ2K
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdQOEKFMKQwa7_EZ7pYwj-A?view_as=subscriber

